A Risk for Nosocomial Infection: Contamination of Hospital Air Cooling Systems by *Acanthamoeba* spp.
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Abstract

**Background and Objectives:** In the most Iranian hospitals the internal air is cooled by a system comprising centrifugal blower fan and excelsior filters. Because amoeba can be present in air and dust it may enter into filters of cooling systems. It has been suggested that diffusion of amoebae cyst through air canals may contribute to various types of nosocomial infections. This study thus aimed to examine the possible contamination of filters of the conventional hospital cooling systems with free-living amoebae (FLA).

**Methods:** Eighty-four cooling systems from four hospitals in Arak city (Central Iran) were sampled. Samples were cultured in defined medium and were tested from presence of *Acanthamoeba* spp.

**Findings:** Ten out of the 18 hospital wards/sites and 23 out of 84 cooling systems surveyed (27.3%) were found to be contaminated by amoebae.

**Conclusions:** Our results indicate a significant level of amoebae cysts contamination of cooling systems with excelsior filters in various hospital wards. Given the potential contribution of cyst to nosocomial infection, a prompt addressing of the problem is warranted. This may partly be accomplished by using non-aqueous or closed circulation cooling systems. Our study also highlights the need for similar investigations in other health settings and in larger scales to gain insight into the extent of the problem and the associated risks.
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Background and Objectives

Excelsior filters provide a simple and effective method for cooling air of houses and buildings, such as hospitals, in most areas of Iran. When these filters are wet by pouring water that circulate by water pumps, the interlocking fibers in excelsior are well moisturized. Then cooled air is sucked from pores of them and flowed to indoor via canals by centrifugal blower fan. These filters in the outdoor exposed to contamination by dust and many other particles, fungi and microorganisms such as free living amoeba. Free living amoeba completes its life cycle without a host organism in the environment. They can be found in natural and artificial environments such as water, soils and cooling systems. It has been suggested that diffusion of cyst through air canals may contribute to nosocomial infections and result in adverse health effects especially in hospitals’ eye, burn, transplant, pediatric (malignancies), HIV, and oncology wards. A group of free-living amoebae (FLAs) are belonged to the genus *Acanthamoeba* and are the causative agents of granulomatous amebic encephalitis (GAE), and amebic keratitis (AK). *Acanthamoeba* spp. also has been associated with cutaneous lesions and sinusitis in patients involved with AIDS and other immunocompromised individuals. Also FLA has been described as reservoirs for pathogenic bacteria. Because amoeba can be found in air and dust so it may enter into filters of cooling systems. Therefore, we were motivated to investigate whether the filters of cooling systems with excelsior filter of hospitals in Arak (Central Iran), might be contaminated with *Acanthamoeba* spp.
Methods

This study was conducted in Arak the center of Markazi province situated in Central Iran (295 km from to the Tehran the Capital of Iran) (Figure 1). It is situated in area having an elevation of 1703 m above sea level. The winter months are much rainier than the summer months in Arak. The average temperature in Arak is 10.8°C. In a year, the average rainfall is 557 mm.6

For this study, 168 samples from the total of eighty four cooling systems of four hospitals located in different areas of Arak city were examined. A cross-sectional study using random sampling was conducted during December of 2014 to January of 2015.

The cooling systems were located in outdoor, mostly on the roof of the hospitals. Eighty-four samples were collected by cassettes and a high volume sampling pump (the SKC MCS Flite, USA) and 84 samples were collected by breaking pieces of heavily soiled fibers of excelsior. Microvacuum cassettes were prepared by a stainless steel filter holder and 0.4 µm, 47 mm diameter polycarbonate filters (Sartorius Stedim Biotech GmbH, Germany) for sampling of settled dust on excelsior filters in 20 × 20 cm foursquare for 4 minutes. Each sample was placed into a sterile polypropylene container and transported to the laboratory for subsequent analysis.

The hospital code, site of cooling system, name of ward or unit, sample, type and number of the sample was properly recorded. The samples were placed in the sterile plate containing 10 cc Page’s amoeba saline. Then samples were shacked for 10 minutes. The fluid was transferred into a sterile 10 mL conical centrifuge tube, and centrifuged (500 rpm, 10 minutes). After removing the 8 mL supernatant, the remaining sediment was used in direct observation and culture procedure, respectively.

Non-nutrient agar (NNA) was prepared with Page’s amoeba saline. 0.1 mL Escherichia coli suspension formerly killed was added to media. For killing of E. coli, suspension was boiled on flame. Two milliliters of remaining sediment, which was prepared before, was placed on sterile condition in cultural media and then was incubated in incubator set at the 37°C. After 4 days, the plates were monitored daily for the outgrowth of Acanthamoeba every 24 hours. This was repeated finally for 7 days.7 Slides were prepared with Giemsa staining and observed (1/40).

Identification of the Amoeba

Based on the characteristics of Acanthamoeba cyst on specific media and isolates from excelsior filters at day 7 (Figure 2). Cysts have been morphologically described; Astronyxids: species having relatively large cysts with smooth ectocyst and stellate endocyst.6 The average diameter of cysts was relatively large. They were < 18 micron but the spherical cysts of Naegleria are single-walled and 8-12 micrometers in diameter.6 Unlike Acanthamoeba spp., Balamuthia mandrillaris is difficult to isolate and to culture in specific media. The cyst wall of B. mandrillaris is made up of a thin, wavy ectocyst, a fibrous mesocyst, and a thick, round endocyst.7

The data collected were entered to the Microsoft Excel spread sheet, coded appropriately, and transferred in to SPSS version 20 software package. Data were analysis by descriptive and inference statistical methods, and the
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**Results**

Table 1 shows the number of positive cases based on location of sampling. The highest and the lowest rate of contamination were observed in cooling systems of B and D hospitals, respectively. The mean of contamination was 27.3%. Despite the higher percentage of positive excelsior cultivation to culture of settled dust, separated by environmental sampling pump and filter, no significant differences were found between two methods of sampling ($P > 0.05$).

Table 2 shows the positive cases based on wards/units of sampling. Cooling systems of Ophthalmology (100%) and Burn (60%), Neurology (50%), Surgery (43.8%) and Infectious Diseases (20%) and Orthopedic wards as well as intensive care unit (ICU), compared with other wards or units showed higher rates of positive cultures for Acanthamoeba.

**Discussion**

The results showed that filters of cooling systems of hospitals in Arak might be contaminated with Acanthamoeba spp. This highlights the potential risk of diffusion of Acanthamoeba cysts originating from excelsior filters of cooling systems into hospital wards. This is the first investigation of the distribution of free-living amoebae (FLA) in excelsior filters of cooling systems of hospital wards in Iran. Several studies have been performed on detection of Acanthamoeba in outdoor and indoor of hospitals in Iran. A previous study in which dust and biofilm samples were collected from various hospital wards of five teaching hospitals in Tehran found 37 out of 70 samples (52.9%) to be positive for FLA. In our research 27.3% of excelsior samples were positive whereas 21.4% of samples from settled dust on excelsiors were positive. This difference may be due to transfer of existing Acanthamoeba to the culture medium of excelsior samples.

Many studies on detection of Acanthamoeba in water sources have been carried out. FLA colonizes in different water systems including cooling systems that work with water especially when they are in the open air and are exposed to contaminated dust. The cool air contains aerosols and water droplets, which spread in rooms and corridors of hospitals through air ducts, and may carry cysts of Acanthamoeba species. Thus, direct contact with water or inhalation of aerosols in hospital environment may lead to the patients being infected. Infections may occur directly by Acanthamoeba or by various bacteria that they carry. Several studies showed that the free living amoebae that inhabit man-made aquatic systems are partially responsible for the growth and transportation of pathogen bacteria in the same environment. Intra-amoebic bacteria have been identified with equal frequency in isolates from the environment and from man. Approximate-
ly 25cfu such *Acanthamoeba* isolates carry obligate endosymbionts. In recent years, despite the already well-documented relationship between *Legionella* spp. and several species of FLA, an increasing number of gram-negative endosymbionts have been described in amoeba.

The incidence of hospital-acquired achanthamebiasis is not exactly known and most relevant studies have been done on bacterial agents. Nosocomial clusters bacterial infection have been shown to be associated with contaminated cooling towers and potable water supplies, which may carry *Acanthamoeba* species. These results thus recommend substitution of aqueous cooling system by non-aqueous or closed circulation cooling systems, especially where susceptible patients receive medical care.

### Study Limitation

Given the limited sample size of this study, caution should be exercised in generalizing our quantitative results. In addition, relative frequency of positive samples in hospital wards is hardy representative, and may vary in different contexts.

### Conclusions

Our results indicate a significant level of amoebae cysts contamination of cooling systems with excelsior filters in various hospital wards. Given the potential contribution of cyst to nosocomial infection, a prompt addressing of the problem is warranted. This may partly be accomplished by using non-aqueous or closed circulation cooling systems. Our study also highlights the need for similar investigations in other health settings and in larger scales to gain insight into the extent of the problem and the associated risks.
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